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								   			  Rathmell: A tough budget is an opportunity to make sure NCI is “doing what is best for the American public”

		   
		
	

		





									[image: ]			Capitol HillWith reduced FY24 funding, NCI prepares to make cuts
			
		
				[image: ]			Regulatory NewsExercising new powers, FDA issues Complete Response Letters based on insufficient enrollment in confirmatory trials
			
		
				[image: ]			Daniel Snyder, former Washington Commanders owner, donates riverfront “château” to ACS
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In Brief
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							Etta Pisano named senior portfolio lead at ARPA-H			
		
							Nirag Jhala named chief of the oncologic pathology at Rutgers			
		
							City of Hope Atlanta opens Blood and Marrow Transplantation and Cell Therapy Program			
		
							A. Samer Al-Homsi named system chief of blood and marrow transplant and cellular therapy at Northwell			
		
							IU Simon to establish new lung cancer research center with $20M gift			
		
							Fox Chase opens first New Jersey location in Voorhees			
		








		
Drugs & Targets
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							FDA approves Elahere for FRα positive, platinum-resistant epithelial ovarian, fallopian tube, or primary peritoneal cancer			
		
							FDA grants orphan drug designation to Heidelberg Pharma agent for  MM			
		
							FDA grants accelerated approval to Iclusig + chemotherapy for newly diagnosed Ph+ ALL			
		
							FDA approves safety labeling changes regarding DPD deficiency for fluorouracil injection products			
		
							The Jackson Laboratory, LG AI Research partner to use AI to diagnose and treat cancer, Alzheimer’s			
		
							Tempus contributes de-identified cancer data to NCI’s planned data enclave			
		








		
In The Clinic
																		Multi-target FIT aims to offer inexpensive, high-sensitivity alternative to FIT in colorectal cancer screening
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				Trials & Tribulations							Cancer AI systems: We need oncologists to help us build trusted models
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											First-ever commercial TIL therapy: How NCI, Iovance, and Moffitt achieved FDA approval
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				Trials & Tribulations							Florez Laboratory at Dana-Farber launches International Pregnancy and Lung Cancer Registry
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											FDA, Friends identify next steps for dose optimization, pragmatic trials, academic-led studies for drug approvals
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Conversations with The Cancer Letter
											Weeks before death from sarcoma, Norm Coleman reflected on his career in radiation oncology and addressing health disparities
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								FDA’s Harpreet Singh: Overall survival data tells the full story of immune checkpoint inhibitor benefit in NSCLC
Pooled analysis finds correlations between early endpoints and OS in ICI trials
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								Kathy Giusti’s “Fatal to Fearless” memoir tells the story of prevailing over multiple myeloma
Book offers 12 steps to beating cancer in a broken medical system
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								Population scientist Monica Baskin is the “Jackie Robinson” of cancer center deputy directors
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Contributors
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										Nina Wendling
						The global health contributions of Norm Coleman
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										Tanja Obradovic, PhD
						How to navigate early clinical development and support robust registrational strategy and late-stage development in oncology
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										Robert A. Winn, MD
						Before her legendary career at NIH, Vivian Pinn was the second Black woman to graduate from UVA med school
As a student, the first director of the NIH Office of Research on Women’s Health helped desegregate Charlottesville
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										Robert A. Winn, MD
						Roderic Pettigrew, founding director of NIBIB, reflects on a career as a “physicianeer”— merging medicine with engineering
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			The Cancer Letter is an independent weekly news publication and the leading source for information on the issues that shape oncology.
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